ALICE trigger system
• Two kinds of detectors -triggering detectors and readout detectors -Triggering detectors provide trigger inputs to the trigger system. -Readout detector records data taken during physics runs -PHOS is both the triggering detector and the readout detector.
• Three levels of triggers -24 L0-trigger inputs, 24 L1-trigger inputs and 12 L2-trigger inputs -L0 provides an early track on events of interests, L1 provides further information of these events, and L2 decides whether these events should be recorded. -PHOS is now contributing L0-triggers to the ALICE trigger system -PHOS L1-trigger is being developed and test in lab 
Technical requirements
Ideally, L0-trigger outputs should fulfill three requirements:
• Trigger decision should be made according to the peak value of the analog-sum signal is the number of events with clusters whose energy is over PHOS threshold.
• In calculation, / _ _ -is the energy spectrum of PHOS triggered events -_ _ is the energy spectrum of all the events that should be triggered by PHOS
• Two factors that mainly affect trigger efficiency -Boundary effect -Noise during data recording
Boundary effect
• Boundary effect : energy deposited by photons at the boundary of TRUs could not be fully reconstructed, therefore, their corresponding events might be missed by PHOS.
PHOS upgrade
• Replacing PHOS-TRU with EMCAL-TRU • Deficiencies in PHOS:
-TRU working at 20 MHz but not the ideal 40MHz -Noisy channels
Conclusion
• PHOS trigger is working as expected
• Trigger efficiency is approximately 0.9 by removing noisy branches.
• Trigger purity varies with threshold voltage. Generally, 0.36 @ 2GeV and 0.17 @ 4.3GeV
• Upgrade is needed due to TRU working frequency and noisy channels. After the upgrade, PHOS is expected to reach an interaction rate of approximately 50 KHz for RUN2.
